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Abstract - The latest trends in technology have specified it most of the applications with audio/video data transmissions 
send over the Internet prefer to be supplied erroneous than being discarded, or arriving late. An advanced version to D-UDP 
(Dynamic UDP), known as UDP-Lite was announced decade ago, designed transferring many multimedia applications more 
efficiently. Its main function is to partition the packet into the two chunks; first this is more delicate to errors and second that 
is less sensitive. With this mechanism, the transferring application can stipulate that errors are suitable in slice of the 
accounts payload to lessening the digit of unnecessarily rejected packets. 
The stretchy check-summing number of N radio blocks arrangements into the protocols licenses error-resilient application 
policies to be reflected in the networking stack. The goal to this research is to match the behavior of D-UDP and UDP-Lite 
through transmitting video codecs. The flooding time is good and throughput is higher of D-UDP in contrast with UDP-Lite. 
By doing this, the probabilities of loss of bits will be reduced. Today number of videos, audios, images files is increasing 
endlessly on internet. At the time of transmission of these files, sometimes bits are losses by so many explanations and 
quality of data is abridged. So, this effort advances the worth of data and raises the performance throughout transmission of 
data by dealing the packets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
[5] Technology is growing day by day and if 
technology rises then clearly data will upsurge for 
creating that technology. The number of people is 
also growing for consuming that technology. 
Everybodypractice that technology and then data 
automatically increases. [5]This addition of data not 
in kilobytes or megabytes, it is in, terabytes, 
gigabytes, petabytes and this bulky amount of data is 
enlarged only in a single day. On the internet, this 
data is endlessly transmitted from one place to 
another or from source to destination. A 
hugediversity of new applications are being created 
daily. All these applications need High Bandwidth 
Internet connectivity. In the last few years, YouTube 
has accounted for 28% of all video traffic sent and 
received over the internet.   
 
New standard IP transport protocol for error-prone 
network atmospheres are D-UDP. [2] It suggests to 
applications such that streaming media to use the 
`good Portions' of a partly slanted packet. Usually, 
[10] UDP-Lite datagram are alwaysdetachedwhen its 
checksum does not pass. This denotes that is 
exploitation of just one byte clues to the whole packet 
be dropped. D-UDP is usually based onUDP-Lite, but 
unlike UDP-Lite, where either all or not any of the 
packet is secured through a checksum, D-
UDPapproval for limited checksums with number of 
N radio slabs which only covers segment of a 
datagram and will thus carry of packets that have 
been moderatelytainted. It is made for multimedia 
protocols, like Voice over IP or streamed video, 
where getting a packet with a ruined payload is much 
healthier than receiving number of N radio blocks 

packet at all.[10] For conventional UDP-Lite and 
TCP, a single bit in error will results in ―bad 
checksum, gist  that the whole packet should be 
smashed: in this manner, bit errors are ―provoked to 
whole packet errors even in the case where the 
damage to the data  is small. For calculating the 
number of N radio blocks checksum D-UDP uses the 
related checksum algorithm used to the UDP-Lite.   
 
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 
The goal of this research is to treasure an approach 
for efficient video transmission without any packet 
harm and to overcome the weakness of UDP-Lite 
protocol by using the other protocol using number of 
N radio blocks D-UDP, by growing the picture 
quality and streaming time of video, while at the 
same time improving the performance of the total 
system. Minimize the energy used up in whole 
process, as we are using mobile anchor it lessens the 
use hardware at all node like Global Positioning 
System so it will consume fewer energy. 
 
While transmission of the number of N radio blocks 
data in a network, the packets are spoiled rather than 
detached by the network. The number of N radio 
blocks data is used for broadcasting purpose. There 
are several codecs are used in networking that is used 
for decoding or coding the data stream. These codecs 
are also used to manage with the mistakes when the 
packet or bit is lost.  
 
[5] There are several technologies where data can be 
reasonably spoiled. There are numerous radio 
technologies that show this performance when 
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working at a point where cost and delay are 
sufficiently little.   
 
The in-between layers are transport layer and the IP. 
[8]There is no IP associated problem because the IP 
header has no checksum that shelters the IP payload. 
The existing transport protocol is best suitable for 
those applications that founded on UDP-Lite which is 
a connectionless protocol; it capitals that no previous 
connection is essential when data is transmitted. In 
this protocol there is no surety of delivery and 
duplicity. If any of the packet or bit is lost then there 
is no sign of missing. Packets reach in this protocol 
not in sequentially manner.  
 
There is a header format of UDP-Lite is 

 
UDP-Lite Header Figure 1 

 
Source port- It is a port of sending data and also it is 
expected to be the port that reply a message when 
data is absent.  
Destination port-It is a port of receiving the 
destination address.  
Length-It is a grouping of header and data. It is of 
length eight.  
Checksum-It is a 16 bit one’s complement which is 
sum of the header of information encapsulated in the 
IP header.  
 
[10]There is another protocol which is improved 
version of UDP-Lite called D-UDP. It is modest and 
also connectionless protocol. This protocol contains a 
checksum facility which offers an elective coverage 
of the packet that is sent. So the packet is separated 
into two parts, one is sensitive and other is insensitive 
part. The multifaceted part is shielded by the 
checksum and insensitive part is not enclosed by the 
checksum. If there is any error found in insensitive 
part that will not cause the packet to be rejected by 
the receiver. When checksum semantically matching 
to UDP-Lite.  
 
 

It has also a header format:  

 
D-UDP with N Radio Blocks Figure 2 

 
Source port- It helps to sending the data.  
Destination port- It receives the destination 
addresses.  
 
[9][10]Checksum Coverage- It has sum of octets that 
is roofed by checksum. The D-UDP header which is 
of 8 bytes is always enclosed by the checksum. If 
checksum (header +data) enclosed by checksum but 
if handling value is 8 that wealth only D-UDP header 
is shielded by the checksum [3].  
 
A transport protocol is essential that adapts the assets 
of link layers and applications that are stated in the 
defined in D-UDP protocol. The error-detection 
assets of this transport is used to shield the vital 
information, but disregard the errors that are best give 
out with the application. 
 
Protocols Used: 
 
Internet Protocol (IP)   
The Internet Protocol is a communication protocol 
that is used in the network for transmitting the data. 
This protocol offers internetworking process that 
launches the internet connection. The task of IP 
Protocol is to provide the packets from source host to 
the destination. It defines transferring of data from 
one computer to another computer and each computer 
has exclusive IP address. In this protocol header is 
used that encapsulate the data which is to be 
delivered 
 
UDP  
Both the protocols UDP and D-UDP have the same 
arrangements and semantics. The application that is 
designed for UDP, can use by the D-UDP. It means 
the same size packet can be used by both protocol.  
The only change is that D-UDP has coverage 
checksum facility to check the data whether it is 
mislaid or not. When data is lost the ICMP Protocol 
is used to give the error message to the sender.  
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Real Time Transport Protocol (RTP)  
It is a standard internet protocol which is used for the 
transmission of data over the network and it assumes 
a way of dealing the applications based on real time, 
network can be unicast or multicast or of any type. It 
is intended by the IETF’s group that works on 
transport of audio-video data and also provision 
multiple video conferences. This protocol is mostly 
used for internet applications. This protocol does not 
assurance of delivery of data to the destination. There 
is a header existing in it that tells the receiver how to 
recuperate the data and also defines how the codec bit 
streams are packetized.  
 
IANA  
A new IP protocol number, XXXX [INSERT 
NUMBER BEFORE PUBLICATION] has been 
allocated to D-UDP.  
 
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)  
In the network field, Point-to-Point protocol is a 
protocol that launches a straight connection between 
two nodes. PPP offers the connection authentication, 
transmission encryption. There are many physical 
networks where PPP is used that are coaxial cable, 
phone line, and trunk line, cellular telephone, and 
optical fiber links.  
 
For retrieving the internet connection PPP is also 
used.  
 
III. FLOWCHART OF PROPOSED MODEL 
 
Firstly fixed the size of the bits which is of audio, 
video, image. Then fixed a transport protocol i.e. D-
UDP. 
[10]Read the size of packet by Input Video Stream. 
Then overhead is arranged which is a combination of 
four protocols RTP+UDP+IP+PPP.  
Then fixed a packet size which is combination of size 
of bits and overhead.  
Now the packet size is separated by N Number of 
Radio Blocks or any standard part (i.e. 16, 32 etc. 
depends on bits) that is called radio blocks. Then all 
separated packets and overhead is also separated into 
N Number of Radio Blocks. Now these Portions are 
transmitted to the transmission medium. If any of bits 
is misplaced by any means then a program called 
error trace program is send a report of bit loss. Then 
again input stream is full. If any bit is not lost then we 
get output video stream. 
 
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 
Step 1: Set size of ADU=ADUSIZE  
   Transport Protocol=UDPLITE  
Step 2: Read ADUSIZE bytes from "input video 
stream"  
Step 3: if(inputvideostream!eof)  
Then 

(a) Set Overhead=RTP+UDP+IP+PPP [overhead 
bytes]  
(b)  SetPacketSize=ADUSIZE+overhead [bytes]  
(c)  Set N=packetsize/NB [radio blocks]  
SetN_overhead=overhead/NB [radio blocks]  
(d) Seti=0, j=0  
(e) If (i! =N) then 
(i)   Read radioblocks from 'error trace'.  
(ii)  If (radioblock is corrupted)  
(iii) If (transport protocol==UDP)  
goto step 2  
Else/* Transport Protocol is D-UDP */  
If (J<N_overhead) then  
goto step 2  
  (UDP header is corrupted Drop UDP Packet)  
Else 
          Read 24 bytes from "input video stream."  
Write 24 bytes into "output video stream."  
i++  
j++  
Goto step (e)  
[End of if statement]  
    [End of if statement (iii)]  
  [End of if statement (e)]  
             [End of if statement (3)]  

 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Comparison of streaming time between D-UDP 
and UDP-Lite:  
Table-1 shows the video of 50 sec is transmitted in 
113 sec using UDP-Lite, the video of 50 sec is 
transmitted in 96 sec by using D-UDP.MJEPG video 
stream formed by our algorithm for both UDP-Lite 
and D-UDP. Witness that the video quality with 
UDP-Lite is not as good as than with D-UDPin 
arrears to the fact that UDP-Lite drops corrupted 
packets while D-UDP transmits them.  
 

Table-1 Comparison of Streaming 

Techniques Video time Stream Times 
(Seconds) 

UDP-Lite 50 113 

D-UDP 50 96 
 
Throughput 
Throughput is a helpful overall performance metric. 
We measured throughput as the quantity of Data 
passed up to an application (corrupted or intact), 
divided by the total connection time. The Throughput 
of D-UDP is higher in comparison with others in 
Table 2 

 
Table-2 Throughput of D-UDP 

Wireless Network Throughput(KB) 
802.11g 270 
802.11e 389 

802.11e+snr utilization 489.7 

802.11n 565 
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CONCLUSION 
 
In recent years, multimedia are the most commonly 
used technologies for communication, by the users. 
We have defined the new transport protocol which is 
aelastic version of the commonly used UDP-Lite. Its 
main distinctive is to divide the packet into two parts; 
one it is more delicate to errors and one that is less 
delicate. With this method, the sending application 
can recognize that errors are tolerable in fraction of 
the data payload in order to lessening the number of 
needlesslyrejected packets.  In this research we 
discovered the techniques for refining multimedia 
content delivery. Through experiments, transferring 
live video, we presented how the elastic check 
summing inD-UDP fields noticeably higher 
throughput, streaming time while keeping the jitter 
and video quality constant.   
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